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JAMES BEARD AWARD NOMINEE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY VOGUE • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER“One of the great culinary stories of our
time.”—Dwight Garner, The New York Times It begins with a simple ritual: Every Saturday
afternoon, a boy who loves to cook walks to his grandmother’s house and helps her prepare a
roast chicken for dinner. The grandmother is Swedish, a retired domestic. The boy is Ethiopian
and adopted, and he will grow up to become the world-renowned chef Marcus Samuelsson.
This book is his love letter to food and family in all its manifestations. Yes, Chef chronicles
Samuelsson’s journey, from his grandmother’s kitchen to his arrival in New York City, where his
outsize talent and ambition finally come together at Aquavit, earning him a New York Times
three-star rating at the age of twenty-four. But Samuelsson’s career of chasing flavors had only
just begun—in the intervening years, there have been White House state dinners, career crises,
reality show triumphs, and, most important, the opening of Red Rooster in Harlem. At Red
Rooster, Samuelsson has fulfilled his dream of creating a truly diverse, multiracial dining room—
a place where presidents rub elbows with jazz musicians, aspiring artists, and bus drivers. It is a
place where an orphan from Ethiopia, raised in Sweden, living in America, can feel at
home.Praise for Yes, Chef “Such an interesting life, told with touching modesty and remarkable
candor.”—Ruth Reichl “Marcus Samuelsson has an incomparable story, a quiet bravery, and a
lyrical and discreetly glittering style—in the kitchen and on the page. I liked this book so very,
very much.”—Gabrielle Hamilton “Plenty of celebrity chefs have a compelling story to tell, but
none of them can top [this] one.”—The Wall Street Journal “Elegantly written . . . Samuelsson has
the flavors of many countries in his blood.”—The Boston Globe “Red Rooster’s arrival in Harlem
brought with it a chef who has reinvigorated and reimagined what it means to be American. In
his famed dishes, and now in this memoir, Marcus Samuelsson tells a story that reaches past
racial and national divides to the foundations of family, hope, and downright good food.”—
President Bill Clinton

About the AuthorZACHARY SCHISGAL is the coauthor of Two of a Kind: Dogs That Look Like
Their Owners. He is and executive editor at Rodale and lives in New York City.
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Yes, Chef is a work of nonfiction. Nonetheless, some of the names of the individuals involved
have been changed in order to disguise their identities. Any resulting resemblance to persons
living or dead is entirely coincidental and unintentional.Copyright © 2012 by Marcus
Samuelsson Group LLCAll rights reserved.Published in the United States by Random House, an
imprint of The Random House Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New
York.RANDOM HOUSE and colophon are registered trademarks of Random House, Inc.Grateful
acknowledgment is made to Alfred Publishing Co, Inc. for permission to reprint an excerpt from
“Take the ‘A’ Train,” words and music by Billy Strayhorn, copyright © 1941 (Renewed) by BMG
Rights Management (Ireland) Ltd. (IMRO) and Billy Strayhorn Songs, Inc. (ASCAP). All rights
administered by Chrysalis One Music (ASCAP). All rights reserved. Reprinted by
permission.Cover design: Anna BauerLettering: Chelsea CardinalCover photographs (top to
bottom): Bobby Fisher, courtesy of the author, Kwaku Alstonv3.1_r1Chant another song of
Harlem.Not about the wrong of Harlem.But the worthy throng of Harlem.Proud that they belong
to Harlem.They, the overblamed in Harlem,Need not be ashamed of Harlem.All is not ill-famed in
Harlem.The devil, too, is tamed in Harlem.—ANONYMOUS, circa 1925ContentsCoverTitle
PageCopyrightEpigraphPart One: BoyOne: My African MotherTwo: My Swedish MotherThree:
Swedish FishFour: HelgaFive: With Respect to the SeaSix: MatsSeven: All Chips On FoodEight:
Earning My KnivesNine: Belle AvenuePart Two: ChefTen: SwitzerlandEleven: StockerTwelve: A
Short Stay In Austria: (That Will Change My Life)Thirteen: SecretsFourteen: New YorkFifteen:
FranceSixteen: The PriceSeventeen: Another Glass of AquavitEighteen: Life After
DeathNineteen: Three StarsTwenty: The Funerals We MissTwenty-one: By The Content of My
CookingPart Three: ManTwenty-two: Back To AfricaTwenty-three: The Man That I AmTwenty-
four: Making It RightTwenty-five: MerkatoTwenty-six: For Better and ForeverTwenty-seven: The
Break-UpTwenty-eight: Back in the GameTwenty-nine: Red RoosterPhoto
InsertDedicationAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorPART ONE BOYONE MY AFRICAN
MOTHERI HAVE NEVER SEEN A PICTURE OF MY MOTHER.I have traveled to her homeland,
my homeland, dozens of times. I have met her brothers and sisters. I have found my birth father
and eight half brothers and sisters I didn’t know I had. I have met my mother’s relatives in
Ethiopia, but when I ask them to describe my mother, they throw out generalities. “She was nice,”
they tell me. “She was pretty.” “She was smart.” Nice, pretty, smart. The words seem
meaningless, except the last is a clue because even today, in rural Ethiopia, girls are not
encouraged to go to school. That my mother was intelligent rings true because I know she had to
be shrewd to save the lives of myself and my sister, which is what she did, in the most
mysterious and miraculous of ways.My mother’s family never owned a photograph of her, which
tells you everything you need to know about where I’m from and what the world was like for the
people who gave me life. In 1972, in the United States, Polaroid introduced its most popular
instant camera. In 1972, the year my mother died, an Ethiopian woman could go her whole life



without having her picture taken—especially if, as was the case with my mother, her life was not
long.I have never seen a picture of my mother, but I know how she cooked. For me, my mother is
berbere, an Ethiopian spice mixture. You use it on everything, from lamb to chicken to roasted
peanuts. It’s our salt and pepper. I know she cooked with it because it’s in the DNA of every
Ethiopian mother. Right now, if I could, I would lead you to the red tin in my kitchen, one of
dozens I keep by the stove in my apartment in Harlem, filled with my own blend and marked with
blue electrical tape and my own illegible scrawl. I would reach into this tin and grab a handful of
the red-orange powder, and hold it up to your nose so you could smell the garlic, the ginger, the
sundried chili.My mother didn’t have a lot of money so she fed us shiro. It’s a chickpea flour you
boil, kind of like polenta. You pour it into hot water and add butter, onions, and berbere. You
simmer it for about forty-five minutes, until it’s the consistency of hummus, and then you eat it
with injera, a sour, rich bread made from a grain called teff. I know this is what she fed us
because this is what poor people eat in Ethiopia. My mother carried the chickpea powder in her
pocket or bag. That way, all she needed to make dinner was water and fire. Injera is also
portable, so it is never wasted. If you don’t finish it, you leave it outside and let it dry in the sun.
Then you eat it like chips.In Meki, the small farming village where I’m from, there are no roads.
We are actually from an even smaller village than Meki, called Abrugandana, that does not exist
on most maps. You go to Meki, take a right in the middle of nowhere, walk about five miles, and
that is where we are from.I know my mother was not taller than five feet, two inches, but I also
know she was not delicate. Those country women in Ethiopia are strong because they walk
everywhere. I know her body because I know those women. When I go there now, I stare at the
young mothers to the point of being impolite. I stare at those young women and their children
and it’s like watching a home movie that does not exist of my childhood. Each woman has a kid,
who might well be me, on her back, and the fingers of her right hand are interlocked with another
slightly older kid, and that kid is like my sister. The woman has her food and wares in her bag,
which is slung across her chest and rests on her hip. The older kid is holding a bucket of water
on her shoulders, a bucket that’s almost as heavy as she is. That’s how strong that child
is.Women like my mother don’t wear shoes. They don’t have shoes. My mother, sister, and I
would walk the Sidama savannah for four hours a day, to and from her job selling crafts in the
market. Before three p.m. it would be too hot to walk, so we would rest under a tree and gather
our strength and wait for the sun to set. After eight p.m. it was dark and there were new threats—
animals that would see a baby like me as supper and dangerous men who might see my mother
as another kind of victim.I have never seen a picture of my mother, but I know her features
because I have seen them staring back at me in the mirror my entire life. I know she had a cross
somewhere near her face. It was a henna tattoo of a cross, henna taking the place of the jewelry
she could not afford or even dream of having. There was also an Orthodox cross somewhere on
the upper part of my mother’s body, maybe on her neck, maybe on her chest, near her heart.
She had put it there to show that she was a woman of faith. She was an Orthodox Ethiopian
Christian, which is very similar to being Catholic.I don’t remember my mother’s voice, but I know



she spoke two languages. In The Souls of Black Folk, W.E.B. DuBois spoke of the double
consciousness that African Americans are born into, the need to be able to live in both the black
world and the white world. But that double consciousness is not limited to African Americans. My
mother was born into it, too. Her tribe was a minority in that section of Ethiopia and it was
essential to her survival that she spoke both the language of her village, Amhara, and the
language of the greater outside community, which is Oromo. She was cautious and when she
left the Amharic village, she flipped that switch. She not only spoke Oromo, she spoke it with a
native accent.I don’t know my mother’s face, but I sometimes think I remember the sound of her
breath. I was two when a tuberculosis epidemic hit Ethiopia. My mother was sick, I was sick, and
my sister Fantaye was doing only slightly better than the two of us. We were all coughing up
blood and my mother had seen enough in her young life to measure the ravages of that disease.
She knew she had to do something. She put me on her back. It was all coming at her now: the
fatigue and the fever; pieces of her lung splintering and mixing with her throw-up; the
calcifications on her bones, where the disease had already spread. She and Fantaye walked
more than seventy-five miles, my mother carrying me the whole way, under a hot sun, from our
village to the hospital in Addis Ababa to get help. I don’t know how many days they walked, or
how sick my mother was by the time she got there. But I do know that when we arrived, there
were thousands of people standing in the street, sick and dying, awaiting care. I do not know
how my mother managed to get us through those lines and into that hospital. I do know that she
never left that hospital and that perhaps it was only by the miracle of that henna cross that
Fantaye and I got out alive.TODAY, in the dead of night when I should be sleeping, I sometimes
imagine the breath of the woman who not only gave me life, but delivered me from death. I
sometimes reach into that tin by my stove and take a handful of berbere, sift it through my
fingers, and toss it into the pan. I watch my wife cook and I imagine that I can see my mother’s
hands. I have taught myself the recipes of my mother’s people because those foods are for me,
as a chef, the easiest connection to the mysteries of who my mother was. Her identity remains
stubbornly shrouded in the past, so I feed myself and the people I love the food that she made.
But I cannot see her face.TWO MY SWEDISH MOTHERMY FATHER WANTED A SON. THAT
IS HOW I CAME TO LIVE IN SWEDEN, OF all places. My sister and I had been orphaned in
Ethiopia in 1972, in the tuberculosis epidemic that cost my mother her life. And the Samuelssons
of Göteborg, Lennart and Anne Marie, wanted a son.They already had a daughter, an eight-year-
old foster child named Anna, who had been born to a Swedish woman and a Jamaican man.
While it would take decades for the United States to see a wave of international and transracial
adoptions, this had been going on in Sweden since the 1950s and 1960s. In those days, it was
nearly impossible to find a Swedish child to adopt. Single and pregnant Swedish women either
had abortions, which were increasingly acceptable, or raised their children as single mothers,
which was not frowned upon by the society at large. So in the mid-1960s, my parents were
matched with fifteen-month-old Anna, who was not technically adopted but was doted on
nonetheless by Lennart and Anne Marie, who were so thrilled to have their dream of becoming



parents come true.Before a family adopts a child, there’s a journey they go on. For my parents, it
was ten long, painful years of “We want to have a baby, but we can’t.” Today, if a couple is trying
to get pregnant and it’s not happening, doctors can do tests and, in most cases, offer up a
relatively quick diagnosis and sometimes a measure of hope. Back then, there was just my
mother sitting in the kitchen with her mother, wondering how she was going to become the
woman she wanted to be without a child. She wanted to have a family. She was a very traditional
person in that sense. When my parents adopted Anna, my mother hardly cared what race she
was. Anne Marie Samuelsson, at age forty-five, was finally a mother. Anna wasn’t black or white,
she was joy.In the Samuelsson family, the adoption chain goes back even further. Right after the
Second World War, my mother’s parents took a Jewish girl into their one-bedroom apartment.
My mother was fifteen years old at the time and spoke fluent German. Sweden had remained
neutral during the war and like many young people her age, my mother volunteered to go down
to the port and work as a translator to help the thousands of Jews who were walking from
Denmark to Sweden, seeking refuge. On the docks, she met a sixteen-year-old girl named
Frieda. Frieda was Czechoslovakian and had been in a concentration camp. She was all alone.
My mom and Frieda became friendly and one day she said to my grandfather, “Can’t we just
take her? Can’t we save one person?” My grandparents didn’t have any money, but they did it,
they took her in. And the happiness that Frieda brought to my mother’s life led to the happiness
that Anna brought to my parents’ life, which paved the way for us.My father wanted a son. He
didn’t care what color the boy was; he just wanted a boy he could teach to hike and fish. He filled
out adoption forms in triplicate and considered offers from any part of the globe where orphaned
baby boys were seeking homes: Greece, Vietnam, Korea, Russia, the continent of Africa.
Anyplace that had been touched by famine or war, anyplace poor enough to part with a
fatherless boy.I’d been hospitalized in Addis Ababa for six months, but was on the mend when
Anne Marie and Lennart got the call saying I might soon be up for adoption. It wasn’t just me,
though: I had my four-year-old sister, who had also been hospitalized, and our Ethiopian social
worker didn’t want to separate us. We had already lost our mother to disease, she told the
Samuelssons; it would be best if we didn’t lose each other now.Yes, Anne Marie and Lennart
said almost instantly. Yes, why not two?It would take nearly a year for my sister and me to make
the journey from Addis Ababa to Göteborg, a blue-collar city on Sweden’s southwest coast.ON
TUESDAY, MAY 1, my father’s mother, Lissie, died in Smögen, a small island off the west coast
of Sweden where my father and his siblings had been raised. The next morning, the old priest
stood in the pulpit of the brick Lutheran church with its whitewashed walls and dark wood pews.
He said the Church of Sweden liturgy and each mourner placed a flower on Lissie’s casket,
which was then ferried over to the mainland to be buried in a graveyard next to her husband and
four generations of Samuelssons. On Thursday, the family gathered for gravol, “grave beer,” and
the toasts and reminiscing went on for hours.On Friday, my parents received a phone call in the
Smögen house. It was my mother’s parents. The Swedish adoption agency, unable to reach
them directly, had called with news: My sister and I were on our way from Ethiopia. My parents



raced back to Göteborg, stopping along the way to purchase a bunk bed and linens, and then
booked round trip tickets to Stockholm—three going and five returning—for the next day. As our
parents would always say, with both grief and gratitude, never before had they seen so clearly
how when one life ends, another begins.My mother never gave birth, but as any adoptive mother
knows, the journey to meet the child you hope to call your own is its own kind of labor. When
Mom, Dad, and Anna arrived at the customs area, they learned that our flight had been delayed
for several hours. My father, a scientist, and Anna, his shadow, sat quietly reading, while my
nervous mother proceeded to unpack a picnic in the airport waiting area. A large thermos of
coffee for her and Dad, a small thermos of saft, a sweet red-currant drink, for Anna. Then came
two types of sandwiches, both on heavily margarined multigrain bread. One was made of
västerbottensost, a hard, parmesan-like cow’s-milk cheese from the north of Sweden, and a few
thin slices of green pepper. The other was stuffed with slabs of a rough, country-style liver pâté.
My mother’s mother, Helga, had not only made the pâté, but topped it with slivers of homemade
pickles and a smear of grainy mustard. For dessert, there was apple cake, which, my mother
explained to anyone who would listen, would have been so much better with the traditional
vanilla sauce topping, but since they had been in a rush, and had traveled by plane,
compromises had to be made.A dozen times a week, easily, I am stopped on the street in New
York City by someone, most often a woman, who tells me that she is the mother of an adopted
child. More and more over the past few years, these women have adopted their children from
Ethiopia and have read about me or seen me on TV and know my story. What they want to tell
me is about the moment when they met their child in person for the first time. I try to be polite,
but the hard thing is that after hearing so many of their stories, each a little different, it becomes
difficult for me to distinguish their story from my own. What’s real and what’s imagined? Was it
my adoptive mother who cried when she first picked me up, or was it that woman I met a few
weeks ago outside my restaurant? Was I the one who was handed an apple and spat it out
because it was the very first time I’d eaten a piece of fruit, or was that my sister? Was I the one
who smiled shyly and sweetly, or did I hide? The stories of the adoptive parents I’ve met stay
with me long after we’ve crossed paths, so for accuracy, I must depend as I always have, on my
sister Linda. She was five and I was three and she remembers the moment when we met our
adoptive parents with far more clarity than I ever could. Here’s how she describes it:When our
plane finally landed, our escort, Seney, got off first. She was tall, thin, with medium brown skin.
Very pretty Habesha, meaning someone like us, Amhara heritage. She held you on one hip and
held me tightly by the hand. I didn’t want to be there. A porter pushed a cart with our “luggage,” a
suitcase for Seney and a small cloth satchel for us. Seney handed you to Anne Marie, then
opened her suitcase to present our new parents with gifts, Ethiopian handmade crafts that Mom
still proudly displays in her living room. Seney had no money of her own; she must have
budgeted carefully the cost of getting us to the airport, and the plane tickets, making sure to
have enough so that we could be fed in the airport if the Samuelssons were late. But it would not
have been our people’s way to just hand these two foreigners these motherless kids. It would



have been important to Seney that we come bearing more than the pale skin on our open
palms.On their flight from Göteborg to Stockholm, my parents had chosen our Swedish names. I
was born Kassahun but would be called Marcus. My sister Fantaye would become Linda. They
began to call us by these names right away. My father bent down to say hello to Linda, who
vanished behind the folds of Seney’s skirt.Linda was five, old enough to have remembered
everything: our village outside of Addis, our mother, the hospital where she died, and the wards
where we’d competed for food, attention, and survival. Linda was silent all the way home from
the airport. The only thing that gave her comfort was holding on to a small square of tattered
fabric she’d brought from Ethiopia. She didn’t cry, she remembers, because tears and the
vulnerability they symbolized were too rich a gift to give to Anne Marie and Lennart, the man and
woman she now viewed as potential enemies. So she sat next to Anna in the backseat of our
parents’ car while I sat in the front, sleeping in our new mother’s lap.In his application, my father
promised to raise his adopted children in a good family, one with a dog and a cat, “both very
friendly toward children.” He described their neighborhood, Puketorp, as having about three
hundred families with a surrounding forest where “we hike in the summer and ski and saucer in
the winter.” He promised small lakes with crystal clear waters, perfect for skating and swimming,
and a modest house with a flat lawn and an outdoor playhouse, tailor-made for “jumping and
playing with balls.”The house, neighborhood, and surroundings were all as he described, but it
would take more than the comparative opulence of Göteborg to win Linda over. She trusted no
one except her new sister, Anna. Linda was my protector. If our new mom reached down to pick
me up without securing Linda’s permission first, Linda would pry me out of her arms and scold
my mother in Amharic. When my mother tried to put me into the bathtub, a frightful contraption
with a mad gush of water, the likes of which we’d never seen before, Linda would cling to me so
tightly that my father would have to lift the two of us, stuck together like conjoined twins, and
drop us into the tub together.My mother learned to ask Linda’s permission each and every time
she wanted to make contact with me. Mom spoke to Linda in Swedish, enunciating each word
carefully and raising the volume a notch or two, as if that might help. With a mime’s gift for hand
gestures and facial expressions, each day my new mother made herself more easily
understood, and after many months, Linda loosened her grip.THERE IS AN ETHIOPIAN FAIRY
TALE called “The Lion’s Whiskers.” It’s the story of a woman who is in an unhappy marriage. Her
husband comes home late from work every day, and some nights he does not come home at all.
Distraught, the wife goes to see the village elder. He assures her that he can fix this trouble. “I
will prepare a medicine that will make your husband love you with an unbounded devotion,” he
says.The woman can barely contain her excitement. “Abba,” she begs, using the word for a man
who is father to the entire village, “make the potion right away.”The elder shakes his head. “I
need one essential ingredient and it is not an easy one to get,” he explains. “You must provide
me with a whisker plucked from a living lion.”The woman is in love and unafraid. She says, “I will
get it for you.”It was not the elder’s wish to cause the woman any harm. On the contrary, he had
lived a long time and he believed that in asking her for an ingredient that was as fantastical as



fairy dust, he was letting her down easy. Some things were the way they were and always had
been. Husbands got bored and sometimes came home late or not at all. Time had taught the
elder that his most important job was not to mix potions but to listen. For a woman who is
anxious and lonely, the reassuring counsel of an elder was its own kind of balm.But that was not
the case with this woman, for when she loved, she loved fiercely.The next day, she took a slab of
raw meat down to the river where she had, on many occasions, watched a lion take his morning
drink. She was afraid, but found the courage to walk up close and throw the meat to the lion.
Each morning, she returned and fed the beast, getting closer and closer to him until, one day,
she was able to sit by his side and, with no danger to herself at all, pluck the whisker from the
lion’s cheek. When she returned to the village elder, he was shocked that she had completed the
seemingly impossible task.“How did you do it?” he asked.The woman explained and at the end
of her story, the village elder spoke to her with deference and respect. “You have the courage,
patience, and grace to befriend a lion,” he said. “You need no potion to fix your marriage.”This is
a fairy tale that all children in Ethiopia learn, but for me, it is also the story of my early days in
Sweden and how my sister and I became Samuelssons. The brave woman was my mother,
Anne Marie, and Linda was the lion.THREE SWEDISH FISHMY LOVE FOR FOOD DID NOT
COME FROM MY MOTHER.For my mom, putting dinner on the table was just another thing to
get done in the course of a long, busy day. Cooking competed with ferrying her three kids back
and forth to soccer, ice skating lessons, horseback riding, doctors’ and dentists’ appointments.
Once I became old enough to test my daredevil skills (Dad wanted a boy!) on my skateboard
and bike, there were regular visits to the emergency room as well.It’s not that my mother was a
bad cook, she simply didn’t have the time. In the late 1970s, she subscribed to a magazine that
had “try it at home” recipes for the busy homemaker, slightly exotic concoctions that featured
canned, frozen, and boxed ingredients. This was her go-to source of inspiration. She made
pasta as not even a prisoner would tolerate it, with tinny tomato sauce and mushy frozen peas.
She served roast pork from imaginary Polynesian shores, with canned pineapple rings and
homemade curry whipped cream. She experimented with something called soy sauce. She
wanted us to eat well, to experience other cultures, but she also didn’t want to be tied to the
stove the way her mother had been. Her mother, Helga, had worked as a maid since the age of
eleven, and now, even in retirement, was unable to break the habit of cooking and serving,
cooking and serving. My mother saw that and ran the other way.What she valued in a meal was
convenience. It’s funny that the one dish of hers I adored was the one that could not be rushed:
cabbage rolls. I loved sitting on the counter and watching as she blanched the cabbage leaves,
seasoned the ground pork with salt and pepper, then scooped the pork into the leaves, wrapping
them like cigars and placing them carefully on a platter. My mother’s cabbage rolls were special
because the very preparation of the dish forced her to slow down so I could enjoy her presence
as much as her cooking. The literal translation for dim sum is “little bits of heart.” My mother’s
cabbage rolls were my dim sum.My mother organized our dinners the way she organized the
household—efficiency and routine ruled the day. No more than ten dishes made it into her



regular rotation. On Mondays, we had meatballs with mashed potatoes, lingonberries, and gravy.
On Tuesdays, herring. On Wednesdays, a roast. On Thursdays, we ate split pea soup and on
Friday, fish casserole. Once in a while, we veered from the routine. But not often.Tuesdays I
loved most of all. That was the day the fishmonger drove his beat-up Volvo panel truck into our
neighborhood’s modest shopping area, which consisted of a tailor we never used, a grocery
store owned by the Blomkvists, and the newsstand guy from whom I could occasionally cadge a
peppermint and where my father bought canisters of loose tobacco and cigarette papers.My
father, the son of a fisherman, was no fan of the fishmonger. “His fish is not fresh,” he said
disapprovingly.“Day-old is better than frozen,” was my mother’s ever-practical reply. “And his
prices are better than good.”My mother always took me with her to the fishmonger on Tuesdays,
but not before raking a comb through my hair, yanking so hard that for the next hour, I could feel
the aftershocks on my scalp. My laces had to be tied, my freshly ironed shirt tucked in. My
mother dressed up, too: lipstick, a leather purse, and a sharp red felt cap that she felt gave her a
more sophisticated air.We would both watch as the fish man, Mr. Ljungqvist, parked his truck at
the curb in front of the Blomkvists’ market and unfurled his blue-and-white-striped awning. Mr.
Ljungqvist was shaped like a bowling ball, with thick white hair curling out from under his black
fisherman’s cap. He wore a sweater under his smock and a red apron on top. No matter how
cold it was, his pink hands were bare, chafed and scraped from handling so much ice, sharp
belly scales, and spiny fins.I liked to hoist myself on the bottom lip of the service window and see
what was waiting on Mr. Ljungqvist’s icy deathbed. It never turned out to be anything too exciting
—some cod, some perch, some sill, which is what we called herring—but I always hoped he’d
procured something more surprising and exotic from the bottom of the sea, like an eel or turbot
or squid. But there were no surprises as to what my mother would buy or how my mother might
cook it. The big, oafy-looking cod would be ground into fish balls. Perch would be broiled and
served with butter and lemon. And the herring? The herring was our hamburger.Herring is the
classic Swedish fish. It was on almost every table at every meal, figured into almost every course
but dessert, and showed up at every holiday. It was even woven into the language. You could be
deaf as a herring or dumb as a herring. Tram conductors who carried trolleys full of commuters
were called herring packers. If you were exhausted, you were a dead herring. Smelly shoes were
called herring barrels.Ljungqvist’s customers bought lots and lots of herring—to poach, pickle,
bake, and layer into cheesy, creamy casseroles with leeks and tomatoes. On the nights my
mother would fry the herring, she bypassed the ten-inch-long Atlantic herring in favor of the
smaller, silver-skinned strömming that came from the Baltic and fit better in her cast-iron pan. As
a Swedish woman who came of age in the 1950s, she may have happily served mushy peas
from the tin, but she scaled, gutted, and filleted the herring herself. For her, that wasn’t a kitchen
skill. Knowing how to clean a fish was as innate as knowing how to open a door.I helped my
mother pick out our fish. What you wanted to avoid at all costs were cloudy eyes and blood spots
on their gills, telltale signs that the fish was not fresh. My father, who had grown up in a family of
fishermen, did not trust my mother to pick the fish. It was my job, he told me secretly, to make



sure she made the right choices. When we found the acceptable choice for that night’s supper,
Mom nodded to me, I nodded to Mr. Ljungqvist, and he picked the fish out of the ice, added it to
the others he had laid into the crook of one arm, and wrapped them in newspaper.Next, my mom
would pick out the anchovies for our Friday night dinner, Jansson’s Temptation, a traditional
Swedish casserole of potato, anchovy, onion, and cream. Mr. Ljungqvist dug into a shallow pail
of anchovies with his red scoop, and then shook out the extras until he had exactly the right
amount. They glimmered, metallic and shiny, against the ice. Put that one back, my mother
would say. No, no, I want that one.There was a kind of “who’ll blink first” thing going on between
my mother and Mr. Ljungqvist, each respectfully trying to gain the upper hand. To this day, I
could not declare a winner in their silent battle of wills, except to say that learning how to pick the
freshest fish, for the best value, helped lay the groundwork for my work as a chef. And as my
sisters did not accompany us on these fish-buying expeditions, they would never know that,
occasionally, despite her virulent anti-sweets policy, our mother could be swayed. Every once in
a while, after we’d made our purchases from Mr. Ljungqvist, I would talk her into walking over to
the newsstand and buying a little candy. Salted licorice for her. Colored sour balls for me.FOUR
HELGAAFTER MY PARENTS ADOPTED ANNA, MY MOTHER’S PARENTS, WANTING to be
nearby and to help in any way they could, moved to Göteborg from the southern province of
Skåne. They bought a small one-bedroom house just a few minutes away by bike, close enough
that we crossed paths several times a day. We called Helga and Edvin Jonsson mormor and
morfar—terms of respect that translate to “mother’s mother” and “mother’s father”—and loved
them like the adoring set of bonus parents that they were.At Mormor’s, the smell of food was
omnipresent: The yeasty aroma of freshly baked bread or the tang of drying rose hips hit you as
soon as you walked in. Something was always going on in her kitchen, and usually several things
at once. My grandmother would start chopping vegetables for dinner while sterilizing jars for
canning, while stirring a pot of chicken stock or grinding pork for a month’s worth of sausages. If I
had to try to pinpoint my earliest food memory it would not be a single taste, but a smell—my
grandmother’s house.Before moving to Göteborg, my grandmother lived where she had grown
up, in the province of Skåne. To say a person comes from Skåne carries a lot of meaning for a
Swede. At the southernmost tip of the country, Skåne is to Sweden, in many ways, what
Provence is to France. With the mildest climate and the most fertile soil in Sweden, it is the
country’s chief agricultural region. Not surprisingly, Skåne has always been known for its rich
culinary landscape, a landscape that gave birth to a generation of instinctively inventive cooks.
My grandmother was no exception. She spent so much of her time at the stove that when I close
my eyes and try to remember her, it’s that image of her back that I see first. She would toss
smiles and warm welcomes over her shoulder, never fully taking her eyes off the pots she was
tending.Mormor had the unique experience of being surrounded by luxury despite living in
poverty her entire life. Her work as a maid for upper-class Swedish families had kept food on the
table for her family through the lean years surrounding the rationing of two World Wars. From the
families she worked for, she learned how to make restaurant-worthy meals. This kind of training,



coupled with her own thriftiness, meant that she made almost everything we ate from scratch
and wasted almost nothing; her larder was so well stocked that I barely remember her shopping.
Maybe she’d send me out to get sugar or she’d go to the fishmonger herself, but otherwise,
everything she needed seemed to appear, as if by magic, from her pantry or emerge from the
garden that she tended with the same careful devotion that she used to prepare our family’s big
Saturday suppers.Mormor’s one indulgence was wallpaper. The walls of her house were
covered in exuberant flowers, exploding colors, and bold vertical stripes. But other than that, her
house was simple and quiet, much quieter than ours. You could open the door and know that no
children lived there: There was just the low murmur of my grandfather listening to the news on
the radio and my grandmother clanking away in the kitchen. She did all of her prep work by hand
and preferred mortar and pestle to the electric mixers and blenders my mother bought her in the
hopes of making her life easier. She was suspicious of newfangled inventions. Having cooked
most of her adult life on a wood-burning stove, she never entirely warmed to the electric oven in
her modern kitchen.Mormor treated her house like it was her own little food factory. She made
everything herself: jams, pickles, and breads. She bought large cuts of meat or whole chickens
and game animals from the butcher and then broke them down into chops and roasts at home.
It’s so funny to me how, today, we celebrate braising as some refined, elegant approach, when
it’s the same slow cooking method Mormor used. Her menus followed a simple logic:You have
bread today because it’s fresh.You have toast tomorrow because the bread has gone stale.You
make croutons the next day, and whatever bread is left after that gets ground into crumbs that
you’ll use to batter fish.I don’t think I saw a rib-eye steak until my late teens when I started
working in restaurants. At home, we ate mostly ground meat that was rolled into balls and
stretched even further by ample additions of breadcrumbs. We ate our own Swedish version of a
hamburger: pan beef, a patty topped with caramelized onions. Sometimes we ate beef
Lindstrom: a hamburger patty mixed with onions, capers, and pickled beets before being seared
in butter. That’s comfort food where I come from, and it’s damn good.In the United States, the
best-known Swedish dish is meatballs, but pickles and jams connect the dots of Swedish
cuisine and make an appearance in almost every meal and dish. At breakfast, we’d pour
buttermilk over granola and sweeten it with black-currant jam. A favorite summer dessert was ice
cream topped with gooseberry preserves, and a late-night TV snack would be toast with cheese
and jams. Seared herring would be served with lingonberry jam, and liver pâté sandwiches were
topped with pickled cucumbers.Swedes traditionally prefer a pickle that is salty, sour, and quite
sweet. To achieve that blend of flavors, we use a solution called 1-2-3: one part vinegar, two
parts sugar, three parts water. But for the pickle to be truly Swedish, the vinegar has to be ättika,
a beechwood-based product that has a sinus-clearing, eye-tearing bite to it, twice as acidic as
American vinegars. Mormor spent an enormous amount of time pickling and preserving, using
the 1-2-3 solution to pickle cauliflowers and cucumbers, herrings and beets, which she stuffed
into jars and stored in her pantry.Pantry is almost too fancy a word for where Mormor stored her
food. Hers was a closet at the foot of the basement stairs. A pull-chain light hung from the ceiling



and the single bulb revealed a space so small that by the time I was ten years old, it was no
longer a viable option for me in our games of hide-and-seek. The closet doubled as a root cellar
with burlap sacks of potatoes lining the floor along one wall. Above them were shelves of savory
foods—pickled onions, cucumbers, beets, and different types of herring: strömming, sill, and the
store-bought matjes herring, prized for its delicate, less fishy flavor. The far wall held the sweet
preserves, which were placed in rows that went back three jars deep. Each was covered with a
handwritten label:Röda vinbär, augusti 1980 (Red currant, August 1980)Saltgurka, oktober 1981
(Pickled cucumber, October 1981)Mormor made jams from the berries she grew in her front yard
as well as from what she found in the woods near our house, like lingonberries, the
quintessential Swedish fruit, which have a texture and tang similar to cranberries. She preserved
cloudberries, black currants, raspberries, and gooseberries; and made jam from apples, pears,
and plums, all of which came from her own trees. That dark little closet was my grandmother’s
version of a jewelry case, and the bright jellies and jams were her gemstones.———I LOVED
SATURDAYS as a kid. Saturdays meant soccer practice for me, ice-skating and riding lessons
for my sisters, and almost without exception, Saturdays meant the best meal we would have all
week because dinner was almost always at my grandparents’ house. As soon as I got home
from soccer, I would jump on my bike and speed over to Mormor’s house. It took me exactly
seven minutes to cut across the nature preserve that abutted our property, speed down the road
on the other side, and make it up the long driveway to my grandparents’ house. I dumped the
bike at the foot of their steps, took the stairs two at a time, and walked as fast as I could to
Mormor’s kitchen. There was no running in my grandmother’s house. She’d look at me standing
there out of breath and say, “Ah, there you are. Come. I have a job for you.” She would pull out a
stool and set me to string rhubarb or shell peas or pluck a chicken. I’m not sure why my sisters
never joined us in our Saturday afternoon cooking sessions; and, at the time, I didn’t care. I was
only too happy to have Mormor to myself.Her signature dish was roast chicken, which meant
chicken soup the next day. In kid words, it was yummy, the perfect food, warm like the kind of hug
only a grandmother can give. Looking back, my grandmother’s food was my introduction to rustic
cooking. It had more levels of flavor than a twelve-year-old boy could understand. She didn’t
know how to build textures the way chefs build texture, but she got it. In her body, she knew how
to create those levels.Growing up in Skåne, my grandmother had learned to kill a chicken old-
school style. Grab the bird, knife to the neck. Like, “Come here, boom.” You learn to respect food
in a different way when you have to kill it yourself, she would say. I never forgot that lesson, even
though when I was a kid we didn’t kill the chickens we ate for dinner. But the fresh birds my
grandmother purchased still looked like birds—they had feet and feathers and we had to handle
them and pluck them ourselves. It was something I got good at, too, the kind of tedious work that
needs to be done carefully and quickly, that would one day prepare me for the lower levels of
professional kitchens.After we plucked the chicken, my grandmother would salt it generously.
Right there, she created a level of flavor. But why did she salt it? Because even though she had
a refrigerator, she wasn’t raised with a refrigerator. In her mind, she couldn’t be sure how many



days the chicken would last. And what happens when you salt something? The skin gets firmer.
You’ve preserved it and the meat gets more tender. Right there, she was creating texture.After
she salted it, she would put the chicken in the basement and leave it there for a couple of hours,
because that’s where it was cold and dry. As a chef, you would leave the chicken by the air
conditioner so the skin gets dry, which helps you when you roast it. Same basic principle. She
had these intuitive moves that we teach in chef school.When she was ready to cook the chicken,
she showed me how to add spices—cardamom, ginger, coriander seeds—that we’d grind and
rub all over the skin. Then she would put carrots in the roasting dish, making a little bed for the
chicken to sit on. She stuffed the bird with ingredients that came from her own yard: rosemary,
apples, onions, maybe a little garlic. She’d sew the chicken up and put it in the oven. While it was
roasting, she’d get going on the stock. Everything that was left over—the extra skin, the neck, the
giblets—went into the soup pot for stock. Then she’d put any vegetable scraps into the pot, too,
and let it simmer.Mormor had this bad Chinese soy sauce, which was the best she could get in
Sweden in the 1970s. She’d say, “I don’t like white sauce. Gravy has to have color.” Mormor
thought like a chef. She wanted the food to be not only tasty, but visually appealing. She’d take a
pan, the drippings, flour, soy sauce, and make gravy. She wasn’t raised with butter because she
couldn’t afford it, so she cooked with grease fat. That’s the flavor she put into a lot of her gravies
and sauces. Then she’d take a few tablespoons of the stock she’d just made and use that to thin
out the gravy. She’d hand me a slotted spoon and say, “OK, Marcus, get the lumps out.”Later that
night, she’d serve the meal we’d created, always giving credit to “my little helper.” No matter how
many times we prepared the same dish the same way, I was always excited to see the meal I’d
helped to make, presented formally on a silver serving tray: chicken roasted with rosemary,
accompanied by carrots glazed with a little bit of honey, ginger, and sugar.The next day my
mother, my father, my sisters, and I would often come back for chicken soup. She’d have taken
all the meat that was left over from the Saturday night supper and added it to the stock along
with a boiled pot of rice or potatoes. And that was the meal. It was so full of flavor because of her
upbringing, the poverty that she came from. The preserving technique that made everything
taste richer, deeper. The fresh chicken that she had hand-picked. Drying the bird, which gives
you the perfect skin. The salting because she never trusted refrigerators, the two or three days’
worth of meals that she would create from one chicken because being poor makes you
inventive.The roast chicken I make today is a homage to hers. I have luxuries that she didn’t. I
use perfectly fed chickens, ones that weigh exactly three pounds. My grandmother bought whole
chickens from the market, some fat and some skinny. I use real butter instead of grease fat. But
the layering of flavor and the techniques? They’re all hers.FIVE WITH RESPECT TO THE
SEAEVERY SPRING WHEN I WAS GROWING UP, MY FATHER WOULD TAKE A TRIP to
Smögen, the island off the west coast of Sweden where he’d been born and raised and where
our family spent most of its vacations. Every Easter break, he drove there alone to prepare the
summer house and the family’s fishing boats. I was twelve, just about to start middle school,
when he invited me along for the first time.“This is not a holiday,” he warned. “We are going to get



the boats ready. You can’t come along unless you’re willing to help.”During the summer, Smögen
was flooded with tourists who came to see Sweden’s longest boardwalk and eat prawn
sandwiches from brightly colored wooden huts which, from afar, looked like they were made of
Popsicle sticks. But this was not summer and we were not tourists. In March in Smögen, the salt
air coated your skin and its gritty texture made you feel tougher, both inside and out. “Just us two
men,” my father said, my father who had so longed for a son that he had flown paper planes—
adoption forms in triplicate—all the way to Africa to make his dream come true.The road from
Göteborg to Smögen was a patchy two-lane that veered between rugged shoreline, thick forests
of pines and spruce, and meadows full of yarrow and twinflower. Sometimes there was no
vegetation at all and the road cut through vast rock formations, endless fields of dark gray
granite that looked, from the car window, like elephant hide. It took almost three hours to get
there, and I measured our progress by the blue road signs showing how many kilometers were
left to go: Smögen 13, Smögen 6, Smögen 2. We skirted the edge of Kungshamn, the last
mainland town at the tip of the thumb-shaped peninsula, and crossed the Uddevalla Bridge. We
were close, I knew, when I saw the first cluster of red-roofed houses, the docks, the bobbing
boats, the small beach, and the steely water of the fjord that would eventually spill into the sea.
And then I saw it, the first sign that we had arrived: a white two-story house with a red roof, set
back from the road, with no other houses around. This was the house of my great-uncle Torsten,
my father’s uncle and the closest thing I had to a paternal grandfather, since my father’s father
had died more than twenty years earlier. Torsten’s house sat at the foot of the new bridge, one
that hadn’t existed when my father had been a boy. To get to school each day, he’d had to row
himself and his three siblings forty minutes each way across this inlet of the Baltic. I wondered
what sort of prayers he must have said on stormy days when his boat seemed so small and the
fjord seemed so wide.Our family’s house was a three-story wood-frame Victorian built in the
1800s. The house could sleep forty; back when my grandmother was alive, she ran it as a
boardinghouse for fishermen, feeding them and doing their laundry. During the summer, my
family stayed on the third floor, my uncle Leif and his wife and their two children stayed on the
first, and the second was rented out to vacationing families from Stockholm, the logic being that
Leif’s family had the benefit of having no one underfoot and easy access to the yard and street.
Our family had the benefit of being on top—the best views and no noisy neighbors overhead.
And the renters, sandwiched in the middle, didn’t have many benefits at all. They paid the
expenses necessary to keep the house going.“We’ll stay down here this time,” my father said,
taking our bags into Uncle Leif and Aunt Barbro’s room. His entire academic career had been
designed to escape this hard fisherman’s life, but I could tell from the way he inspected the
rooms, cranked up the radiators, cast his gaze toward the sea, and breathed deep in the cold
salt air that my father had missed Smögen. That, in fact, he’d been counting the days until he
could get back.I WOKE UP AT 5:30 the next morning to the sound of a radio news program and
the smell of hot chocolate. Groggy, I walked into the dark kitchen just as my father’s best friend,
Stellan, burst through the back door. In Hasselösund, which was the tiny community where my



father was from in Smögen, no one bothered to knock or call before coming over.Stellan had
been a yrkesfiskare, a professional fisherman, for twenty-five years. The punishing sixteen-hour
days out in the boats were like too many rounds in a boxing ring: They made his body sore in
ways that sleep and ointments could never fix. He now held the less demanding role of
handyman for the Smögen elementary school. As soon as my dad started speaking to Stellan,
he lost his city accent. He no longer sounded so intellectual, choosing instead to speak in a local
dialect so thick I could barely follow along. I sat at the table and ate the breakfast my mother had
packed—orange marmalade and sliced hushållsost, a mild farmer’s cheese, on a triangle of rye
crispbread—and I listened, picking up a word here and there. My dad and Stellan drank coffee
and talked about how well the fish were biting, what mackerel was going for at the local fish
auction, and what we were about to do with the boats. They talked about the sea, always with
great deference to its power. My father’s father had died at age fifty, on a boat, and it scared him,
I think. It made him want to go to university, to make a living with his head, not his hands. He
wasn’t afraid of hard work and he wanted to work outside, but he didn’t want a fisherman’s life.
Geology was a way out.It was a three-minute walk to our boathouse. Like every other boathouse
in Hasselösund, ours was painted a carnelian red with an even darker red pitched roof and white
trim around the eaves, doors, and windows. The houses were small, not much bigger than the
average American two-car garage, and arrayed in a perfect line up and down the pebbly beach.
Inside was our boat and a mishmash of tackle: nets, traps, rods and buckets, buoys and oars
and fish knives. When I got a little older, my father promised, we would also store water skis
there.The day before our arrival, Stellan had drowned the boats, pulling each one out about four
feet from shore and filling it with rocks until the hull filled with water. The boats had been out of
the water all winter, so the aim was to make the wood swell, which in turn would make it easier to
shave off the old paint in preparation for a fresh coat.My great-uncle Ludvig met us at the
boathouse and he, Stellan, and Dad waded into the water, wearing rubber boots that came up to
their thighs. They surrounded each boat and, on the count of three, pushed and pulled it up to
the shore as cold, brackish water sloshed out. They tilted it to one side, dumping out the rocks
and the last of the water, then inverted it over two thick boards they’d laid out on the beach.I
grabbed my own scraper and joined the men as we took the paint off each boat until it revealed
its shell of plain wood. Every once in a while, Ludvig might correct my grip or Stellan would
remind me to go along the grain of the wood instead of across it. We kept going until each boat
was as brown and smooth as a walnut shell. In the hours that I worked my father said nothing,
but I basked in his smile—so much more relaxed and easy than it ever was at home.UNCLE
TORSTEN WAS A TALL MAN, easily clearing six feet, and he kept his wiry salt-and-pepper hair
tamed and slicked back with plentiful amounts of grease and the comb he holstered in his
pocket. For more than fifty years he had supported his family by wrestling his living from the sea,
and it showed in the deep lines and dark tan of his face. He had hard, rough hands, a ready
laugh, and an easy grin, and he smelled, alternately, of tobacco and alcohol, musky and sweet.
He was, to my mind, a Swedish version of the Marlboro Man.Torsten was a strong old man.



Freaky strong. Farmer strong. Even after he’d retired from fishing, he could lift an eka, a stout
wooden rowboat, and flip it onto its blocks, by himself, as easily as a mother turns a baby over to
change its diaper. By this time—he must have been in his late sixties then—Torsten earned his
living as a handyman for summering Norwegian tourists and the island’s fish processing plant,
Hållöfisk. He wore paint-splattered overalls, and balanced a ladder on his bicycle as he rode
from job to job. He also loved a stiff drink. He had this thermos of black coffee spiked with
homemade vodka, and he carried it with him everywhere. When friends visited him from the city,
they brought him Jack Daniel’s, a rare and luxurious treat. But Torsten, deep down, was a man of
simple tastes and comforts: He liked his vodka moonshine better than anything you could buy in
a store.Later, I’d think of men like Torsten and Stellan often as I made my way up the punishing
ladder of the world’s finest kitchens. Those Smögen men, and I count my father among them,
were unafraid of hard work. They were their own doctors, therapists, and career counselors. I
constantly reminded myself that they would never quit a job just because of the name-calling
and plate-throwing and brutal hours that are common in a professional kitchen. I made it my
business to be tough in the ways that they were tough—on the inside, where it counted.The best
memories of that first trip alone to Smögen with my father were when Torsten invited me to his
smokehouse. My time spent in the kitchen with Mormor, combined with my own growing passion
for food, had me intrigued by the process of culinary transformation: How did you take one thing
and end up with something so different? Uncle Torsten’s smokehouse—the mysterious,
rectangular wooden building at the back of his yard—was as important as any course I would
take in culinary school. Here, I could watch that transformation occur.There was a loop of rope
where the door handle should have been and when I pulled it open, a surge of smoke practically
sucked all the air out of my lungs. The fire pit was a smoldering oil drum in the center of the
room. Torsten tugged on a pipe while he smoked the fish: tobacco smoke mixing with the
pungent smell of the curing solution mixing with the driftwood smoke to create the kind of odor
that would penetrate deep into your skin and cling to your clothes through several washings. I
remember, as I stood there, thanking God my father and I had come on this trip to Smögen
alone. My mother, as friendly as she was with Torsten, would have had a fit. More than once
during our visits to Smögen, we’d seen or heard of a family’s smokehouse blowing up like a meth
lab. The men were careful, but the buildings were old and makeshift. Without official regulations
or inspections, they were also unsafe.The floor was littered with spare rods, old fish skin, and the
odd pieces of stone that Torsten occasionally dropped into the drum with a clank and a hiss. Six
or seven metal rods hooked into the side walls and spanned the width of the room; each rod
could hold up to forty fish. Depending on the day’s catch, Torsten cured eel, herring, or mackerel.
Eel was a rarity and therefore highly prized, but my favorite was the mackerel, which the smoking
process magically transformed from a stripy gray and green to a shimmering gold and
black.Hanging with Torsten in his smokehouse was more than a way to spend the afternoon. It
was an initiation of sorts, into manhood. Chest puffed up, I stoked the fire, yanked fish off rods,
and piled up stones. Torsten talked the whole time, loud and clear, always telling me what he



was doing, asking me if I understood the process, what came next, why we did what we did.“Low
heat, close the door, leave it overnight.”“I’ve done this before, Uncle Torsten.”“Come back every
other hour,” he ordered. “Check the wood.”He handed me a pan of cured fish. “Has your father
caught any mackerel lately?”“We brought in twenty-five this morning,” I told him.Torsten raised
an eyebrow. “Well,” he said, smiling. “Your father’s been down in Göteborg a long time. No one
can hold such a modest number against him.”My great-aunt Nini, Torsten’s wife, screamed from
the back door of the house, “Are we ever going to get any fish? Time for lunch already!”“Finally,
she appears,” Torsten said, as he handed me two smoked mackerel.In the kitchen, Nini had laid
out four open-faced sandwiches: sliced boiled eggs, roe paste, mayonnaise, and a sprinkling of
chives on a piece of brown bread. With a knife, she quickly filleted the mackerel, dressed it with
black pepper and garlic, and topped each piece of bread with the warm, flavorful fish.I carried
Torsten’s plate over to the table, placing it in front of him. He took a bite, and I could see in his
face the pleasure he took in the rich simplicity of the meal: the flaky chunks of fish, the velvety
texture of the egg, the saltiness of the roe. Then he closed his eyes. “That’s a good life,” he
said.Torsten and Nini had a louder, more brash style than my parents, and I loved to watch the
way they mirrored each other. Their shouts and seemingly exasperated murmurs were the words
of two old people who had stood, united, against the harshness of the cold blue sea for sixty
years and made a life together. I looked at the two of them and the simple but hugely satisfying
meals they shared, and I thought, Torsten is right. That is a good life.AT 5:00 ON OUR LAST
NIGHT IN SMÖGEN, my father and I walked down the hill to visit Ludvig. He had been widowed
young and lived by himself on the top floor of a large house that had tenants on the first floor and
nothing going on, as far as I could tell, on the floor in between. Stellan had dropped off some
mackerel earlier in the day and Ludvig was halfway through cleaning it when we walked in. He’d
gutted the fish and cut off their heads; then my father took over, sharpening a thin, curved knife
on a block of stone and deftly slicing the flesh off the bone.“Marcus, if you don’t cook, we don’t
eat,” my father joked.It was a joke, of course, because my father knew I needed no prompting to
cook, which is probably why he let me take over the meal. This was my first time cooking on my
own, as opposed to helping my grandmother or mother. Just as I had with the boats, I was eager
to show I was a big man, that I didn’t need anyone’s help. I quickly washed some potatoes, then
boiled them in a pot of salted water with dill, just like Mormor did. My father had brought our
frying pan from home and I set it on the stove, put the flame on high, then added a large knob of
butter, which slowly melted at the center. While I waited for the pan to heat up, and for the butter
to bubble and turn golden, I dipped each fillet in a mix of flour, breadcrumbs, salt, and pepper. I
waited until the butter was good and hot, and I tested it the way I’d seen Helga do many times,
by scraping into the pan a tiny bit of flour that had caked on my finger. When the flour sizzled and
popped, I laid in the strips of fish, side-by-side. I knew then, maybe for the first time, that I wasn’t
just my grandmother’s little helper. I had absorbed some of her gift for the movements and the
timing, but the sense of how to make the meal taste just right—more salt, less pepper—came
naturally to me, even without Mormor there to supervise me.My father and Uncle Ludvig drank



beers and spoke in their dialect while I cooked and they didn’t seem to notice that I had put the
dill in with the fish too soon, so it was a crispy black by the time I retrieved it from the pan. The
meal was more than the thrown-together ingredients that we’d eaten the entire week; it was a
reward for a week of hard work: quick, delicious food for hungry, hardworking men.We ate the
potatoes and the fish and I was proud to have not only helped my father do his work but to have
prepared the workingman’s simple meal. The next day, as I helped my father give the boats a
light sanding and a final coat of paint, I thought of what Uncle Torsten had said about our
mackerel lunch and how much he might have enjoyed the supper I had prepared. Although I was
still a kid and years away from any thought of becoming a chef, I was learning the beauty of food
within a context: how important it is to let the dishes be reflective of your surroundings. Hot
smoked-mackerel sandwiches on dark brown bread in the smokehouse with Torsten. Panfried
fish and potatoes with my father at the end of a long, hard day. If the ingredients are fresh and
prepared with love, they are bound to be satisfying.“Marcus,” my father called out after me when
the last boat was done. “Val gjort, lille yrkesfiskare.” Well done, little fisherman.SIX MATSIT
WASN’T UNTIL I’D STARTED GRADE SCHOOL THAT THE QUESTION OF race became real
for me and my sister Linda, in large part because Anna had integrated the Samuelsson
household years before we’d arrived. For Anna, biracial and fair-skinned with an Afro that could
have rivaled Angela Davis’s, the arrival of two dark-skinned siblings was a revelation. At nine
years of age, she had never known children who were browner than she was. In those first few
days, she would stroke my cheek and run her hands through my woolly hair, curiosity overriding
her Swedish reserve. We may have been a novelty to my oldest sister, but because of Anna,
Linda and I were never the “black kids” in the family. We were two more black kids in the family.
All the skin touching and hair pulling and curious questions came to Anna first and by the time
we arrived, it went without saying that this was a mixed-race family. As a black girl in Sweden,
Anna always stood out. But she handled it all in her own elegant way, in part because my mother
and her parents never made race an issue. We were Samuelssons now and that was all they felt
they, or anybody else, needed to know.Once we got to school, there were comments, at first
more curious than cruel. And as I got older, as a boy, there were more than my fair share of
taunts and playground fights. Still, it’s important that you know that growing up black in Sweden
is different than growing up black in America. I have no big race wounds. And I owe that to Anne
Marie Samuelsson.We had arrived in the early 1970s, in what was then a small, working-class
Scandinavian city, but my mother wanted to do more than make us Samuelssons: She wanted to
embrace black culture however she could. Because Anna’s birth father had been Jamaican, my
mother spent what little pocket money she had on Bob Marley records. I can still picture her
singing along to Bob as she stirred her spaghetti and peas. When Linda and I showed up, Anne
Marie added Miriam Makeba to the mix. Makeba was not exactly Ethiopian—not Ethiopian at all
—but African and beautiful all the same. Even now, I can’t hear a song like “Three Little Birds”
without thinking of my mother blasting her music, like she blasted her love, out loud.I might have
looked on my childhood differently if I hadn’t met Mats Carestam. He’s my oldest friend. We met



when I was five years old and I realized there was only one kid in the neighborhood who was as
good as me at soccer. That was Mats, and I knew, even then, that we were going to either hate
each other or become the best of friends.We became the best of friends.From the beginning, my
battles were his battles. Which was great because Mats was a guy who took no shit. It’s not so
much that he had a quick temper. It’s more that he was always this big kid who was never afraid
to get down in it. No matter how nicely his mother had dressed him before he left the house,
within minutes the knees of his pants would be muddy and grass-stained, and he’d be a mess.
His shins were always a collage of bruises. Whenever I think of Mats, even today, I picture him
wiping the back of his hand across his face and all over his clothes like a kid in a laundry
detergent commercial.
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tracy guzman, “A book lover's bargain!. Book is in near perfect condition, even betterthan the
description! Just one tiny staininside front jacket, but a 'hardcover steal' forunder 2 bucks. ”

lawyeraau, “A GREAT CHEF…A NOT SO GREAT PERSON…. Marcus Samuelsson has had an
extraordinarily interesting and, ultimately, lucky life. As it unfolds for the reader, one is gripped by
the twists and turns it has taken, unique in so many ways. It makes for some very interesting and
absorbing reading. It is definitely a most interesting memoir.When he begins his journey as a
world class chef, one is put on notice of his love for food and for cooking. Of that there can be no
doubt. He reached heights in his young life of which many chefs can only dream. That he is a
very talented chef there can be no doubt. I have also seen him on TV and have always found him
to be knowledgeable and charming.Through this memoir, however, I found that he left a lot to be
desired as a person. This is a man who could not be bothered to attend his beloved adopted
father’s funeral. This is a man who would not have bothered supporting his out of wedlock
daughter has his mother not insisted. His mother, who had a definite moral compass,
maintained contact with her granddaughter from the moment she was born.Despite this, he is a
man who would not deign to meet or even contact his daughter for the first fourteen years of her
life…not a postcard, not a gift, not a call, nothing. He did finally meet her when she was a
teenager. What is really telling, however, and unforgivable, is that in the acknowledgment section
of the book, he lists all those who were, have been, and are important in his life. His daughter
does not merit a mention. How hurtful. How sad.”

BakerKim, “Yes, Chef is a fascinating memoir.... Let me start by saying that I actually bought
TWO copies of YES, CHEF ! By Marcus Samuelsson. The first copy was on my Kindle but there
were so many "gems" and tidbits I wanted to underline (I still prefer a pencil for underlining) that I
also bought a hardcover copy. Marcus Samuelsson has had a very unlikely rise to Chef
Stardom. He was born in Ethiopia but he and his sister were adopted by loving Swedish parents
at the tender age of 1. The first chapter which describes how that came to be, is probably my
favorite chapter of the entire book. It is a truly sad and moving tale. He almost didn't become a
Chef as in his own words, his adopted Mother wasn't a cook. In fact, she hated cooking. It was
seen as a chore. However, his grandmother loved cooking and Marcus' favorite memories as a
Child are the Saturdays he would spend cooking side by side with his grandmother. This was
after Soccer practice - it turns out Soccer is his first and true love. His dream was to be a
professional Soccer player but was too slight/short. In many ways, it is his failure as a Soccer
player that fueled his extremely hard work ethic in the Kitchen.Besides winning Top Chef
Masters in 2010, he is probably best known as the 3-star Chef of Aquavit in NYC in the mid 90's.
The bulk of the book eloquently describes the windy, grueling path he took to become a World
famous Chef. It was a lot less glamourous than a lot of people would think e.g. his first job



involved getting up every morning at 6 AM and scrubbing the walk-in (refrigerator) from top to
bottom. I actually had the pleasure of working in the Pastry Kitchen at Mesa Grill in 1994-1995
and he is right - there is really nothing glamourous about working in a kitchen unless you are the
Head Chef (who has had to work many years to get to the top). Even though the bulk of the
book talks about his various restaurant experiences, it is a very personal memoir. The biggest
shocker was that he fathered a daughter when he was 19 years old. And although he was
financially responsible for her well-being (at his Mother's insistence) he wasn't there for her
emotionally or physically at all. I have to say that learning this fact made me really dislike him.
He finally decides to meet her when she is a teenager and hopefully, they have a good
relationship now. The main reason he gives for not being a "Father" to her is that he didn't want
to be the stereotypical African American male who fosters a child at 19. In fact, he hides it from
all of his employers and most of his friends. The book touches a lot on the delicate topic of race.
As an Ethiopian who is raised in Sweden then working in NYC, in a field dominated by White
males, I don't think he can escape that complex topic. When he is snubbed by a fancy
restaurant (apparently on appearance alone) he writes "I made it a point not to dwell on the
matter of race. I believed in my knife skills, and my sense of taste, and my capability to listen
and get things done. I was never afraid of hard work."I think the best way to describe both the
book and the Chef is dubbing him the "Berbere" of Chefs. Berbere is a very complex spice used
in Ethiopian cuisine - among its many ingredients are: chile , black pepper, salt, cardamon,
ginger, etc. Marcus' diverse experiences has made him a very complex man/Chef. Yes, I really
disliked how he treated his own daughter yet I couldn't help warming up to him when he
describes how he fought to have his Ethiopian sisters back home get Schooling. And how he
would often take a huge gamble on someone that didn't have the resume to work at a 3-start
restaurant. Or cook the identical meal he served the President of the United States to the
neighborhood children in his Harlem apartment. By the end of the book, I felt very privileged to
have had access to such a personal look into that life of a great Chef.”

Mike, “As much about overcoming as about food. I read "Yes Chef a memoir" because my co-
worker wanted me to read it. She recommended it and I forgot to read it. She brought up the
topic again almost six month or more later, and this time she said "...humor me and read it".So, I
purchased the book and started reading it thinking that at best I might learn a thing or two about
cooking and perhaps know a little more about the life of a Chef.However, it never occurred to me
that this book would be as much about overcoming obstacles as it is about food and flavor, living
amicably with diverse community, self respect and honoring those that gave you all what you
have got.This included the parents that raised him, the Harlem community that embraced him,
the Chefs that he learned under and the "blatte's" that he hang out with and everyone else that
come in contact with him at some point or another.His trip to Austria to meet with his daughter
that he hasn't seen for fourteen years can itself be turned into a movie. Brigitta and her incredible
forgiving nature and allowing him and his Swedish mother to build bridges with his daughter



paints the character of an amazing women that can teach a course or two about grace (perhaps
preach a better sermon than most pastors).This book is just a great read for anyone that takes
life as an adventure and one that can let the words from its pages enrich his life. I am from
Ethiopia and just like Marcus have lived and studied in Sweden and now live and work in US as
information systems professional. Needless to say, I related with most of what is narrated in this
book. If I have to summarize this book in two words I would say that this book is about -
overcoming and becoming.Stop whining about what you might not have or what more others
might have had but do the most you could with what you have and then our ever forgiving and
merciful God will bless your life with riches that can't be measured in dollars. And when you do
that be the last to raise eyebrows on others who might have not been able to overcome their
situations. For perhaps even that overcoming ability might have been given to you and wearing
your judgment robe may not be your best outfit.”

Philip, “A wonderful ingenuous tale of a successful chef's progress from Africa to New York. This
book is a pleasure to read. It is beautifully written - albeit by a ghostwriter in American English -
and tells the story of a three-year-old Ethiopian boy who left his home country in tragic
circumstances and was adopted by a Swedish family. Brought up in Goteborg, Sweden, his
passion for cooking led him to train to become a chef; first in his home town, and then in
Switzerland and France. Ultimately, he found himself in New York, which he felt was "home" and
where he cooked for the Obamas and won awards for his cooking. In New York, he made his
dream come true: opening his own restaurant, the Red Rooster in Harlem.This is the story of an
Ethiopian from a very poor village, who has progressed to become a well-known chef. He tells
his story with honesty and humility; his descriptions of family reunions, friendships and the loss
of loved ones are moving. I recommend this book to anyone who enjoys biographies; if you are
interested in cooking too, so much the better.”

popmorris, “A tale of life... I have read the book, in fact several times firstly absorbing the factual
content and then to simply absorb the story...I will repeat that word .. story. The ghost writer ....
has done an admirable job of taking information and creating a natural flow and progression, it's
a quick holiday read about a highly self motivated and inspirational man who fate has placed at
the crossroads of choice several times over. Apart from one or two false turns, he has made
paths continually in the right direction with tenacity, gusto and an endearing approach, which
has led to his continued success.Undoubtedly talented, Samuelsson deserves the accolades
lauded as well as the support of the community, he has utilized his position to create good in
humanity which the book lightly touches upon, although reflects that at heart he wants to give
more back in thanks for his own success's.It is an easy read, large letters well spaced and well
paced, certainly rags to riches with many success and an ability to brush oneself off when
knocked down and get up and go.What I find inconsistent is alleged facts as this is a book
classed as non fiction, even to the point of correctly naming the town and hotel in Switzerland,



but getting the names of the restaurants incorrect. It seems sloppy where is should be factual.
There are several dozen attempts to create a little sensationalism with quotes, situations of
alleged abuse, critiquing a mentors ability and even a plucking of heart strings at the end of one
chapter with the death of a friend. But did these really happen or are they just embellishments to
keep the momentum of the ride? These are very specific memories in a 20 year time span.For
the most part Samuelsson's ghost writer meanders through a story reflecting powerful emotions
and sacrifice's in a single life, propelled by his adoptive parents sense of goodness and perhaps
their own achievements, Samuelsson's relatively middle class upbringing within an academic
household ( his late father was also an author of text books) set him in good stead for his
future.His escapades as a young foreign chef in Switzerland is and was very similar to others
who ventured into the temple of central Europe's most classical industry, yet was fortunate
enough to meet a group of peers who believed in hard work, and focus. Fully accepted as a
friend and team mate his loyalty and commitment placed him firmly as a key member within
those brigades.A book for the youth of today who want to join an industry which has never seen
so much exposure and interest as in the present time. This journey shows what you can do if you
persist, believe in yourself and treat each obstacleas hurdle in a race to be simply jumped over.”

LME, “I love this book. I read this book in the summer and loved it. The Swedish connection
perhaps adds to it, I can relate to a lot of his stories about Sweden. But even so, a great, honest
and moving account of one man's journey from orphaned child in Africa to one of the most
celebrated chefs in the world. As I read it I promised my mum I would buy her the book (she's a
great cook and loves food and cooking) so this will make a great Christmas present.”

casp, “Life well lived so far...... If you want a truly amazing life story and you are curious about the
life in the restaurant kitchen then look no further. As an inspiration for young people to follow their
dream whoever they are wherever they come from, this book has it. Thank you Mr. Samuelsson
for sharing your story so far.”

The book by Marcus Samuelsson has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 956 people have provided
feedback.
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